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The 'monster' (French and with a lot of art) of
the Czechs of Barcelona
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Psychotechnical cell with edge bricks so that the prisoner could not walk. / AP / PERSONAL ALBUM

The chilling story of the torture artist told by the girl his wife raised as a governess•

His name was Alfonso Laurencic, he tortured on behalf of the Popular Front and forced the detainees to
lik h f ñ l i h bl d
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Before taking a seat on the bench, the man greeted the court with a slight nod. He was a tall and burly

man, dressed in a black coat and white pants, and his feet were shod with simple espadrilles. It was July

12, 1939 and for Alfonso Laurencic, 37, married and without children , born in France to Austrian

parents, a summary process was beginning that would lead him directly to his death. It was the end of a

character typical of film noir. From a monster. A kind of wicked Frankenstein who had remained hidden

behind a cultured and seductive guy. Because Laurencic, who also spoke seven languages, had been many

things in life. From boxer and hustler to jazz musician and refined torturer. From his sickly brain would

come the most diabolical Czechs in times of the Spanish Civil War. The Czechs were the prisons of the

Popular Front (a coalition of left-wing parties) where hundreds of unfortunate people were tortured and

killed during that contest.

Understanding colors and light effects, he combined figures of optical illusion in the Czechs - holes two

meters high by meter and a half wide - that further depressed the prisoner's spirits. They were the so-

called psychotechnical cells , one of the cruellest Czech models and that Alfonso Laurencic decorated

with drawings inspired by the German Bauhaus artists. They were tarred inside and out, so that the sun

would reheat the inside to turn it into a suffocating furnace.. The worst thing was that the table that was

used as a bed was inclined about 20 centimeters, which made it impossible to rest; in addition, the floor

was undulating, inspired by Bauhaus designs, which made walking unsafe and uncertain. Finally, the

walls were curved and on them were projected geometric motifs and abstract and surrealist works by

Kandinsky, Paul Klee and other artists (Laurencic loved abstract and surreal works) or the famous scene,

the most brutal, from The Dog. andaluz , by Buñuel, in which a woman's eye is slit with a razor.

see 'art', like the scene from a Buñuel movie where a razor blade cuts a woman's eye
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What Susana Frouchtmann, author of El hombre de las checas (Espasa, on the street on Tuesday,

February 13) never knew - until recently - was that this man, precisely he, had something to do with his

comfortable childhood and youth. She discovered that he was the husband of the governess who for 30

years had sat at the table with the Frouchtmannsand he had taken care of his four daughters (Mita, Ana,

Susana and Herminia, now deceased), born in a family of the Catalan bourgeoisie, descendants of Jews

and of an eminent surgeon, Dr. Manuel Corachán. Susana, journalist, writer, curator of exhibitions and a

thousand other things, was hunting for data on the Barcelona of the Civil War in order to document a

story about women of the time, when she ran into Meri Laurencic (her governess) in a blog about

historical memory. She did not appear under that name but as Frau Preschern (Meri's maiden name),

which is what they called her at the Frouchtmann house. But what puts the writer on guard is that Frau

Prechern was on a list under the disturbing title Horror Characters in Barcelona. Could it be true? He

wondered stupidly. For Susana it was like a trip back in time. "Childhood always comes back," she says.

And he began a tenacious and passionate quest to shed light on a chapter in his childhood that had taken

on new meaning.

Although she was not looking for it, Alfonso Laurencic returned to her in the summer of 2015. And with

him returned the forgotten words and landscapes of a girl who now, as an adult, discovers that they spoke

of a hidden life and much less pleasant than the one that prowled in his bucolic years of childhood and

youth. "Our mother explained to us, very above, that Meri's husband (Laurencice, husband of the

Austrian governess) had been shot just after the Civil War," recalls the author. But at only nine years old,

it was impossible for the little girl to imagine that this unexpected revelation pointed to one of the most

sordid and cruel characters of the time.. Laurencic was the father and builder of the worst Czechs,

especially those that were built on Vallmajor and Zaragoza streets in Barcelona. The first, a real museum

of horrors where they had dug a great big moat for drills. They placed their victim on the edge of the

hole, making him believe that he was going to be buried right there, while a firing squad pointed their

rifles at him without firing or with blank bullets.

Wardrobe cells, drawn by Laurencic. / AP / PERSONAL ALBUM
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Apart from Susana's memories, the documents on Alfonso Laurencic speak of a man born on July 2, 1902

in Enghien-les-Bains, a neighborhood very close to Paris. Tall, blond, refined, cosmopolitan, cynical,

musician and founder of a jazz orchestra, Los 16 Artistas Unidos, a band that triumphed in the most

elegant dance halls of Barcelona until the Civil War broke out in July 1936 ... Son of an Austrian couple,

Julio and Melitta, Laurencic joined the Foreign Legion for a time, traveled through Europe, where he

exercised various trades, and returned to Barcelona in 1933, first earning his living with jazz. It was not

the first time. Years before, his father, Julio Laurencic -editor, publicist, innovator-, had arrived in the

Catalan capital after a tour of Berlin, Paris, San Sebastián, Madrid and Galicia. Already settled in

republican Catalonia, he made his fortune as an editor and was even decorated as a Knight of the Royal

Order of Isabel la Católica.

After his death in Barcelona in 1923, the family fell apart and Alfonso, eager for success and experiences,

traveled around Europe, married in Austria and lived with Meri, with exquisite manners, cultured and

beautiful, a few years of wine and roses. in Weimar Berlin. They will escape when the Nazis come to

power.

He and his wife. / PERSONAL ALBUM
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Enlaces de interés

Laurencic, who cannot be denied an innate ability to survive, would use his talents as a consummate and

fearsome seducer to rub shoulders with the most distinguished. "He did not care about the political

creed," says Frouchtmann. "He had no ideology or scruples. His creed was himself. Only a devil like him

could act as a spy for both sides (republicans and nationals), join the CNT and the UGT, and then betray

them while getting a position in the Barcelona Public Order Council as an interpreter. In addition, as a

scammer he was priceless: he diverted funds from the Military Investigation Service (SIM) of the

Republic, for which he came to work, and made it easier for wealthy people to leave Spain, in exchange

for large sums. untilhe was arrested for selling fake passports . For these crimes, he ended up in the

Vallmajor cheque that he himself had devised.

The day before he was shot he did not want to have dinner, he confessed and took communion. On July 9,

1939, at dawn, he was executed without being blindfolded. The governess of the rich girls would never

again wake up next to her beloved architect of the Czech girls.

The Czech Man (Editorial Espasa), by Susana Frochtmann , goes on sale next Tuesday.
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How many monsters like this will be honored today in the name of ¿historical memory?
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